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Services For 
Dean Campbell 
To Be Sunday 
Memorial Program Will Take 
Place in Knowles Chapel; 
Tributes Will Be Given 
Dr. Holt, Students To 
Take Part in Program 
Irving Bacheller to Speak; 
Messaages From Friends to be 
Read; Choir Will Sing 
The memorial service for Dean 
Campbell is to be held in t h e 
Knowles Memorial Chapel next 
Sunday afternoon, January 22, at 
four-thirty o'clock. 
Following the silent Procession-
al, the choir will sing the Vesper 
Hymn, "0 , Master Let Me Walk 
With Thee'" and Rebecca Coleman 
Holt will read the Litany, which 
was written by Dean Campbell. 
Messages of tribute from other 
churches in which he served as pas-
tor, the Westminster Presbyteri-
an at Dayton, Ohio; the Old First 
Church at Elizabeth, New Jersey; 
and the church in Denver, Colo-
rado, will be read by President 
Holt. 
Dean Campbell was active in ev-
ery phase of college and social 
rife and messages will be given 
by friends and associates, m o s t 
closely connected with the many 
phases of his life. Dr. Burton will 
tell of Dean Campbell as a member 
of the faculty and his spiritual 
contributions as a teacher of re-
ligion will be extolled ^y Char-
lotte Steinhans. D e a n Campbell 
was exceedingly interested in eto-
mology and this phase of his life 
Nvill be revealed by Walter Champ-
fney. Grace Terry will tell of his 
i e y m p a t h e t i c understanding as 
jcounselor and his associatioii with 
[the Sidney Sullivan Medallion 
igroup will be related by Miss Vir-
•ginia Robie. 
' Miss Clara Adolfs will reveal 
•Dean Campbell as she knew him 
through her close association a: 
his secretary. His work as a phil 
anthropist will be recounted by 
Mrs. C. Fred Ward and Mr. Irv-
ing Bacheller will tell of th. 
rious aspects of his social life. Dean 
Campbell was an ardent sports-
man and this phase of his life 
will he disclosed by Fred Scho-
field. A tribute will be paid to 
him by Dante Cetrulo, a member 
of the fratrnity of which he was 
an honorai-y member. 
Messages from Mrs. Warren and 
other friends who are unable to 
attend the service will be read by 
Dr. Hoit and an acknowledgement 
of his influence and helpful guid-
ance to the Chapel Staff will be 
given by George Fuller. His help 
and understanding of the problems 
of human brotherhood wi!! be ex-
tolled by Rabbi Lazaron and Mr. 
Denney will tell of his Christian 
ministry. A tribute will be paid 
him from the Choir by Alan. Taul-
bee and various selections from his 
many inspiring 
After Fifty Years, Stone Is 
"Grand Old Man of Theater 
The service will closi 




Students Urged To 
Give Flower Money 
Blossoms Would Be Memorial 
To Dean Campbell 
Last week the Chapel staff re-
quested that the students and fac-
ulty contribute to a memorial fund 
for the purchase of flowers for the 
altar instead of sending flowers to 
Dean Campbell's funeral. Already 
contributions have come into Miss 
Adolph's office. 
It is requested that those organ-
izations who would like to give 
something toward perpetuating 
this tribute to Dean Campbell 
should send money either to Miss 
Adolph or the treasurer's office as 
soon as possible. 
If the national defense plans are 
carried out it is almost certain that 
work will be resumed on the con-
struction of the Florida Cross 
State Canal which has the full en-
dorsement of War Department of-
ficials and is recognized as imper-
ative from a defense standpoint. 
l-amous Actor Got Start As 
"Topsey"; Was Intimate 
Friend of Will Rogers 
Just a few years after Rollins 
College was getting off to a start 
in the then obscure little settle-
ment of Winter Park,' a boy of fif-
teen was starting on a career that 
was to earn for him the name of 
"the grand old man of the thea-
tre". Fifty years ago, Fred Stone 
who is now the dean of stage and 
screen stars, got his first role as 
"Topsy" in "Uncle Tom's Cabin." 
Last week Mr. Stone celebrated 
the golden anniversary of his work 
in the theater with the production 
of the old American comedy favor-
ite, "Lightnin' " in the Annie Rus-
sell Theater at Rollins College. A 
vacation in Florida turned out to 
be a 'postman's holiday' for the 
noted actor when he consented to 
give six performances here of the 
play he has be^n doing on Broad-
way. 
0 one was more "happy about 
the whole thing" than was Mr. 
He seemed to enjoy thor-
oughly his work with the students 
d assured his audiences every 
night in one of his six or seven 
curtain calls that they would hear 
om several of the young actors 
a few years. 
We have called Mr. Stone "the 
•and o;d man of the theater," 
id he is just that, except that the 
word 'old' doesn't carry its usual 
meaning in this case. 
Last Friday afternoon be-
tween the matinee and eve-
ning performances we called on 
Mr. Stone at Rollins Hall where he 
Frankly we were 
>vhat question <ve 
could ask that would give us some 
V information. Something our 
ders hadn't already heard. So 
sort of fumbled for words when 
first entered the room. He 
probably realized our plight and 
showing us some greeting 
cards that had just caught up with 
— actors, directors and one 
from a famous newspaper man. 
Did we know the newspaper man? 
I'll say we did . . . "do you remem-
ber about the story . . . ?" But 
wait, we were talking and we had 
come to get an interview. But the 
ice was broken; we mentioned Will 
Rogers and in no time at all had 
our information. 
Fred Stone can't talk about his 
FRED SXOK£ 
life on or off the stage very long 
thout mentioning Will Rogers. 
They were the closest of friends 
d it is easy to realize why. Mr. 
Stone has, the same great quali-
ties that 'Old Bill,' as he calls him, 
possessed. These qualities of 
greatness and simplicity, sincerity 
and unselfishness have won for 
e men a place in the hearts of 
the American public. 
"Bill and I used to do a lot of 
roping together; would you like 
to see some?" said Mr. Stone. 
Would we? So out we went. The 
court between Hooker and Rollins 
Halls was our 'great open spaces' 
and we played the part of the wild 
horse that had to be roped. Once 
or twice the loop didn't catch us, 
but as Fred Stone put it, "A real 
horse would have picked up the 
noose." The trick roping stunts 
were the real fun to watch, though. 
He couI4 tie a knot in the rope 
merely by jerking one end. The 
same way, he formed a pretzel say-
ing, "I usually get a beer for do-
ing that one." Most amazing was 
his jumping through loops which 
he whirled about him and over his 
head. 
That night, as usual, he did a 
tap dance for one of his curtain 
calls. All this by the man we de-
scribed as 'old'. Mr. Stone is six-
ty-five years young, and in spite 
of the fact that he broke nearly 
every bone in his body in an air-
plane crash several years ago he 
still has all the pep and ability that 
marked him such a success in 
sical comedy for twenty-five 
College Students Mourn 
Death of Nazi Learning 
New York City— (ACF') — 
The College of the City of New 
York has gone into mourning 
over the death of learning and 
the search for 'truth in Nazi 
Germany. 
As a protest against Hitler's 
treatment of scholars and stu-
dents in German universities, 
the City College faculty council 
has given approval to a plan to 
drape in black the flags of Ger-
man institutions which hang in 
the great hall of the main build-
In suggesting the move, a 
joint student-faculty committee 
said: 
"We of City College, who 
sei-ve scholarship, must under-
stand the anguish suffered by 
the faculty and scholars of Ger-
man universities. T^ey have 
our sineerest sympathy." 
The committee also approved 
the following inscription, which 
will appear on the black drap-
ings: "With profound sympathy 
for the real Germany and faith 
in her early restoration." 
Lightnin' Is Big Success; 
CoUege Receives $2,000; 
Show May Go On Road 
Lightnin' Strikes Six Times; Scores a 
Direct Hit With Students, Central Florida 
By Jess Gregg 
There's an old saying that light-
ning never hits in the same place 
twice. Ridiculous. After making 
a hit on Broadway for many, many 
years, Lightnin' struck Rollins six 
joyous times. 
Without doubt "Lightnin' " as a 
play is one of the most beloved in 
the memory of today's theater-
goers. The fact that it is a pot-
boiler liberally smeared with ho-
kum makes not one bit of differ-
ence. It is a human story that 
seems to reflect each individual in 
the audience. 
This reviewer is slightly cha-
grined to find not one incompet-
ent member in the cast, which 
means there can be none of the 
panning dear to his heart. Every 
actor seemed so satiated with the 
spirit of the play that it was hard 
to tell where the living ceased and 
the acting began, 
Helen Bailey and Howard Bailey 
portrayed the young woman and 
young man in love, with such ten-
der conviction, one would never 
know they were married. Mr. 
Bailey is an assured actor, good 
to the eye and ear. His wife, too, 
showed she knows how to bring out 
the best in a role. 
Vicky Morgan played another 
dancer, and another courtroom 
scene. That is where the similar-
ity ends for Miss Morgan is a 
versatile and wise actress. Bright-
ly, vigorously, she portrayed the 
divorcee with a flair for husbands. 
Brightly, vigorously, was she re-
ceived. 
Dudley Darling again proves he 
is a sensitive actor with an in-
stinct for originality. Burdened 
with a cliche of a role he made it 
human and thoroughly disagree-
able. His lines and gestures have 
a spontainiety that never fails to 
be effective. 
With all due respect to the 
famed Dean's course, I feel Dean 
Arthur Enyart made a mistake in 
choosing education. The quiet 
charm and understanding of his 
drunkard, Zeb, showed clearly that 
the theater lost something there. 
Donald Cram gets progressively 
angrier with each play. High Tor, 
The Night of January 16th, and 
now this, where he has a lengthy 
scene of bursting blood vessels. He 
playes his roles well, and with 
such sincerity and gusto, one rath-
er wonders what his private moods 
are like. 
The wistful, pathetic figure of 
Mother Jones, as played by Caro-
lyne Sandlin, will never be for-
gotten by this reviewer. Reminis-
cent of a thousand Mrs. Jones we 
all have known. Miss Sandlin 
works her audience for all they're 
worth. And how they love it. She 
is purely and simply "good thea-
ter". 
Gigantic Ed Levy was amusing 
in a role cut to order. I gurgle 
when I think of the wonderful 
staging in his scene with little 
Mort Lichtenstein. The latter 
wrung every biting drop of satire 
from his brief bits, as did Marge 
Chindahl, (whose ankles are as 
trim as her art.) 
Virginia Kingsbury wore her 
clothes beautifully in a role that 
asked for no more. Don Miller, 
playing her husband, gave a dis-
tinctive and well modulated per-
As Judge Lemual Townsend, 
Ervin Brown was most convincing. 
But after all, why not, with Vicky 
Morgan as the woman. 
Joe Hanna, Robin Rae, Robert 
(Continued on page 3) 
Victorian Comedy 
Opens Friday Eve; 
Lockhart Directs 
Play of the Year for Annie 
"Barchester Towers" Is First 
Russell Company 
"Barchester Towers", the first 
attraction of the Annie Russcil 
Series, will be presented in the 
Annie Russell Theatre for three 
performances starting this Friday 
evening. There will be a special 
matinee performance on Saturday 
at 2:30. This matiinee is offered 
in addition to the two regular eve-
ning performances. 
This mid-Victorian comedy was 
freely adapted by Thomas Job 
from Anthony Trollope's novel. 
The play was first presented at 
the Yale School of Drama where it 
was received very favorably. Ina 
Claire saw the play and decided to 
do it in New York. The structure 
of the play was changed somewhat 
to make it a starring vehicle for 
Miss Claire. Most of the spirit of 
the original dramatization was 
lost. The Annie Russell Company 
will present the first version of 
the play which retains all of the 
charm and irony of the Trollope 
novel. 
Dorothy Lockhart, who is direct-
ing the play, has assembled an 
interesting and talented cast. This 
is one of the most ambitious pro-
ductions ever attempted hy the 
Annie Russell Company. It is not 
a play of action so the director is 
concentrating on the Interpretation 
of the various parts. 
Although the play has no singu-
lar starring role, Julie Trowbridge 
is portraying the difficult charac-
terization of Madeline Neroni. Mrs. 
Trowbridge has formerly appeared 
in "Hedda Gabler", "Candelight", 
"Men Must Fight", "There's Al-
ways Juliet", "The Guardsman", 
and "The Romantic Age." 
Elfreda Winant, one of the orig-
inal members of tho Annie Russell 
Company, is playing an important 
part. Miss Winant appeared with 
Annie Russell in "The Thirteenth 
Chair". Newton Merrill not only 
designed the setting for "Barches-
ter Towers" but also is playing an 
important part in the play. He 
will be remembered from last 
year's production of "The Roman-
tic Age". 
The only student playing a ma-
jor role in the play is Henry Stry-
ker, who last year appeared in 
"Irene, or The Peace". Frances 
Kilroe, another onember of the 
original company under Miss Rus-
sell's direction, is playing the part 
of Miss Thorne. Buel Trowbridge 
and Rhea Marsh Smith have also 
appeared frequently with the com-
pany. 
Dana Harris, Larry George, B, 
M. Wherrette, Dudley Darling, Al-
dine Baker, Barbara Brown, and 
William Webb complete the cast 
of "Barchester Towers". Rebecca 
Coleman Holt is stage manager for 
the production. 
The box-office will be open each 
afternoon from 3 to 6 for the re-
mainder of the week. 
Symphony Players 
To Present Second 
Concert Wednesday 
First H a l f Hour of Program 
To Be Broadcast O v e r 
WDBO; Bloch Is Conductor 
The Central Florida Symphony 
Orchestra under the direction of 
Alexander Bloch, will present its 
second concert of the winter sea-
son, in the Winter Park High 
School Auditorium on January 25, 
at 8:00 P. M. 
The first half hour of this con-
cert will be broadcast over WDBO, 
the Orlando Broadcasti^ Station, 
as the program for TOO weekly 
Rollins Variety Hour, from eight 
to eight-thirty. Arrangements for 
this broadcast have been made by 
Professor Harry Pierce, chairman 
of the Rollins Radio Committee. 
Persons attending this concert are 
asked to be in their seats a little 
before 8:00 P. M., as it is import-
ant that the broadcast begin 
promptly at eight. 
The program includes Mozart's 
overture to the "Marriage of Fi-
garo", "The Sixth Symphony" by 
Tschaikowski, the famous "Pa-
thetique", and the Shumann "Con-
certo in A Minor", with Ercelle 
Mitchell Lindsay, pianist, as solo-
ist. 
Miss Lindsay is a southern girl, 
who has studied at the Peabody 
Conservatory in Baltimore. She 
won the Mary Louise Bok scholar-
ship to the Curtis Institute in 
Philadelphia, of which Mrs. Bok 
is the founder. Mrs. Bok gave the 
beautiful Annie Russell Theatre 
on this campus to Rollins College. 
On Tuesday January 4, at 10:45 
A. M., Mr. Bloch will give a talk 
on symphonic literature, with il-
lustrations from this program, for 
the Rollins Adult Music Apprecia-
tion course. This is the first time 
Mr. Bloch ha 
Following this concert on next 
Wednesday evening, the orchestra 
will travel to Sarasota, where it 
will repeat the program on the fol-
lowing evening. This is the first 
time the orchestra has appeared in 
a concert outside of Winter Park. 
Rabbi Morris Lazaron 
To Be Chapel Speaker 
\)r. Alhert Kisslmg of INew 
York Delivers Sermon 
Next Sunday morning the Rev. 
Rabbi Morris S. Lazaron of Balti-
more will be the speaker at the 
Knowles Memorial Chapel. Rabbi 
Lazaron is known to the people 
who were on the campus two years 
ago when he gave a chapel ad-
dress. 
This past Sunday Dr. Albert J. 
Kissling, minister of the Riverside 
Presbyterian Church of Jackson-
ville delivered a sermon on "The 
Babe on the World's Doorstep". 
Dr. Kissling said that the picture 
of an abandoned baby, even if that 
baby were the Christ Child, is no 
worse than the picture of the state 
of humanity in the warring coun-
tries of today. If man would fol-
low the teachings of Christ and 
"know Jesus Christ as a very 
present figure . . . who treats with 
you in everyday life . . . not only 
as a Babe" the world w^uld be 
peaceful and congenial. 
The students who participated 
in this service were Richard Bel-
den, Harriet Begole, John Buck-
waiter, and Jean Turner. The 
choir sang the anthem, "How love-
ly is thy dwelling place," from 
"Requiem" by Brahms, For the 
offertory, MacDowell's "Nautilus" 
wa played. 
Spanish Institute 
Honors Dr. Rippy 
Authority on Latin America 
tipeaks at Luncheon 
A banquet was held in honor 
of Dr. J. Frederick Rippy, an au-
thority on Latin America, last Sat-
urday in the Seminole Hotel. 
Dr. Rippy, who spoke on "Dic-
tatorships and Democracy in To-
day's Latin America", was intro-
duced by Toastmaster Alfred Jack-
son Hanna, a member of the Rol-
lins faculty. 
The affair was sponsored by the 
Spanish Institute of Florida which 
is an organization to promote 
wider interest and understanding 
of the Spanish background in Flor-
ida. 
Dr. Holt Rates Lightnin as Outstanding Play 
Given in College Theater; Lauds Work of Stone ^  
By Dr. Hamlton Holt 
Undoubtedly the two best plays 
fer given in the Annie Russell 
Theatre, from any and every 
standpoint, have been "The Rivals" 
in which Annie Russell made her 
last appearance on any stage, and 
"Lightin'" in which Fred Stone 
packed the theatre last week for 
X consecutive performances. 
"Lightnin' " has brought many 
>w patrons to the Annie Russell 
Theatre and many of our neigh-
; now for the first time real-
that the dramatic talent at 
Rolins is as good as they are like-
ly to see on the professional stage. 
What that will mean to the future 
of play production at Rollins would 
be difficult to over - estimate. 
"Lightnin' " itself is not the great-
est play that was ever written and 
the plot verges on hokum; yet it 
is one of those lovable American 
classics of la^ghtor !% :^rging on 
tears which, as Fred Stone said, is 
probably destined to be played for 
decades to come. 
I need not speak in detail of 
Fred Stone's portrayal of the 
•abe old rapscallion, "Light-
". It is a masterpiece of act-
ing done hy a man who for fifty 
years has brought happiness to his 
day and generation as a comedian, 
has been and Is beloved as 
men on the American stage 
i ever been. That is because 
Fred Stone is not only an out-
standing actor but because he has 
ever been an earnest, honest, char-
itable Christian gentleman. "Light-
nin' " is another demonstration 
that wholesome plays are good fi-
nance as well as good morals. 
I first saw Pred Stone in "Light-
nin* " with his professional cast in 
New York last October. Our per-
formance, I have no hesitation in 
saying, is very little, if any, in-
ferior to the New York produc-
tion. Some of our players w e r e 
better. Fred Stone told me that 
the secret of the success of most 
plays was in the extrances and 
exits. If those were "snappy", 
everything else would fit in. There 
has never b e e n a production in 
the Annie Russell Theatre, in my 
judgment, whether by the student 
players or the Annie Russell Com-
pany, where the tempo of the pluy 
was so vividly accurate and, the 
sweep of the movement better 
"clicked." But even more praise-
worthy than that, "Lightnin' " was 
about the first play ever put on 
in the Annie Russell Theatre 
where every single player could 
be distinctly heard. When I was 
a student at Yale I went out to 
the athletic field one day and saw 
a classmate of mine practicing the 
mile run. Mike Murphy, the train-
er, came up to me and said, "Look 
at that fellow, ho has the most per-
fect form of any runner now in col-
lege; look at his gracie, suppleness 
and perfect motion. The only 
trouble is he can't run fast." It 
always seemed to me that no mat-
ter what excellencies actors have, 
if they cannot be heard they are 
total failures, and I am sure in 
this defect which has been very 
pronounced in the past at most, if 
(Continued on pa^e 4) 
Girl Scouts of Sebring Are 
Given Receipts of Matinee 
Performance by Stone 
Show Sets Record 
For Continuous Run 
Money Will Be Used To Build 
Laboratory Theatre For 
Students in Dramatics 
Last week Fred Stone supported 
by faculty members and the Rol-
lins Student Players presented 
"Lightnin'" in the Annie Russell 
Theatre. Its success was outstand-
ing. Every one of the six per-
formatnces were sold out. Many 
people who wanted to see the play 
could not get seats. This was the 
first time that any (play in the 
Rollins Theatre had such a long run 
and such enthusiastic audiences. 
Mr. Stone kindly gave his serv-
ices to the college without receiv-
ing any salary. He not only play-
ed the leading role in the play but 
also directed the cast. Rehearsals 
were called several times a d a y 
for the play had to be put on in 
less than two weeks. 
The final result of this intensive 
work justified the sacrifices t h e 
cast made . Over 2500 people saw 
the play. A total of $2,676.25 w^s 
taken in at the box office. $422.25 
was given to the girl scouts of Se-
bring. Mrs. Rex Beach, sister-in-
law of Mr. Stone, is one of the or-
ganizers of the girl scouts of Se-
bring. The total receipts for the 
Saturday matinee performance 
were given to this organization. 
The remainder of the money, $2,-
254.00, will be used for the build-
ing of a laboratory theatre for the 
drama department. This building 
will have a stage the size of the 
one in the Annie Russell Theatre. 
Here all the classes in dramatic 
art will be held. Laboratory plays 
can be produced and given to in-
vited audiences. The erection of 
this building will satisfy one of the 
greatest needs of the college. 
There is a possibility that the 
play may be taken to Jacksonville 
and Miami for limited runs. The 
experience that the students would 
get is invaluable. So far nothing 
definite has been decided about 
these engagements. However if it 
can possibly be arranged, the tours 
will be made in the near future. 
.A.11 the students who had the priv-
ilige of either working with Mr. 
Stone or watching him direct or 
act, are unanimous in their praise 
of his patience and careful atten-
tion to detail. In less than two 
weeks he took a green cast for 
the most part and whipped them 
into practically professional actors. 
He would not tolerate lajcity in at-
tendance at rehearsals or being 
ready for cues. This firm a n d 
steady man, who has been in the 
theatre for over fifty years, achiev-
ed a production that he himself 
compared favorably with the pro-
fessional one done earlier in t h e 
Dr. Chalmers Speaks 
On European Crisis 
Dr. Thomas Chalmers was the 
speaker for the Rollings Variety 
Hour, which was broadcast from 
the speech studio over WDBO, Or-
lando, Wednesday evening, Janu-
ary 11, from eight to eight-thirty. 
Dr. Chalmers spoke on the war 
crisis in the European countries 
and in the Far East today. He 
stated that one of the greatest 
Causes for its spread is "a sense of 
sympathy of fellow-feeling for one 
or more of the parties in the con-
flict." Then he added that an-
other important point is "the eco-
nomic cause." 
He brought out the fact that 
"America's foreign policy in the 
past has aimed at insulating us 
from Europe's wars." There is 
the Atlantic Ocean between us and 
Europe, but no ocean "will keep us 
out of war against aggression." 
Dr. Chalmers closed his speech 
with a plea for peace. "We long 
for peace and we still cry peace, 
peace, but there ia no peace." 
T H K R O L L I N S S A N D S P U R WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 18, 193(> 
Fifteen Scholarships 
Offered by Trustees 
Outstanding Student W i l l 
Receive Four Thousands 
An announcement has been made 
of fifteen annual Trustees' scholar-
ships to Rollins which will be 
awarded to successful applicants 
from a restricted number of sec-
ondary schools selected by the Col-
Jege. 
Each candidate must be nomi-
nated to Rollins by the headmaster 
or principal of his or her school 
and the scholarships will be given 
to those applicants who, in the 
judgment of Rollins College, best 
show the qualifications of charac-
ter and moral leadership, scholar-
ship, and athletic and other cur-
ricular activities. 
Applicants will compete equally 
for the fifteen scholarships; the 
candidate considered best by the 
College receiving one thousand 
dollars a year for four years, the 
candidate considered second best 
xedeiving $750 a year fpr four years 
and the next thirteen receiving 
awards of $500 a year for four 
years. 
Applications for these scholar-
ships must be made not later than 
March 1, 1939.* Notification of 
awards will be made by April 30, 
1939, or as soon after as is found 
^ ^ ^ ' ^ • y L^/ 
New Associate Professor of 
Drama Is Veteran Trouper 
Howard Bailey Has Acted 
Since Childhood; Wife Is 
Also Experienced Thespian 
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Bailey 
who played the romantic leads in 
Fred Stone's production of "Light-
nin' ", have had varied and inter-
esting careers in the theater. Both 
have been trouping since childhood 
and have played many diversified 
roles. 
Helen Bailey made her debut at 
the age of 16 in "The Rivals" with 
a stock company at the City Thea-
ter, Newark, N. J. She played 
four years of stock in Newark and 
East Orange, N. J., with such 
names as William Faversham, 
Henry Fonda, Guy Bates Post, 
Helen Golden, Merna Pace, and 
others. 
She has done work in the, Fed-
eral Theater productions at Ral-
eigh, N. C. While she was with 
the Federal Theater project, she 
played the lead in "Coquette." 
During the summer Mrs. Bailey 
and her husband have been ap-
pearing in Paul Green's "The Lost 
Colony" at Roanoke Island, N. C. 
Howard Bailey, who came to 
Rollins this fall as Associate Pro-
fessor of Dramatic Art, directed 
his first play for money at the 
age of seventeen. After several 
years spent in directing and acting 
in and around his home town of 
Birmingham, Alabama, he en-
rolled at the University of North 
Carolina and joined the staff of the 
Carolina Playmakers. He made 
ten tours with the Playmakers 
covering 25,000 miles of he United 
States, and played over SO roles 
ranging from juvenile to charac-
ter. 
His career has included roles 
pn Broadway and the road in the 
Theater Guild production of 
"Green Grow the Lilacs", t"The 
Church Mouse", "The Venetian", 
"Roxane", a musical version of 
"Cyrano de Bergerac", and one 
full season with the New York 
Shakespeare Theater. This latter 
theater, incidentally, was directed 
by Percival Vivian, who directs the 
theater of the Mohawk Union Fes-
tival where Fred Stone made his 
first appearance in his revival of 
"Lightnin' ". 
The last several years Mr. 
Bailey was State Director of the 
North Carolina Federal Theater; 
Assistant Director and Business 
Manager of the Carolina Playmak-
ers; and an actor in "The Lost 
Colony." He will return to Roa-
noke Island again this summer to 
and serve as Production Man-
ager of this historical drama. 
Plans Being Set 
For Founders Week 
Contributors to Magazine Still 
Unnamed; I'rogram Will 
Open February 19 
Plans have been completed for 
the celebration of "Founder's 
Week," a high point of the Rollins 
academic year. The program for 
1939 is unusually rich and varied 
as indicated by the more import-
ant events listed below: 
February 19 — "Radio Edition" 
of "Animated Magazine" national 
broadcast over Columbia Network, 
2:30-3 P. M., from New York City. 
February 20 — "Russia Under 
Stalin" by Dr. Thomas Chalmers. 
February 20 — "The Totalitari-
an Philosophy" by Dr. Charles S. 
Macfarland. 
February 20 — "It's a Small 
World" presented by the Yale 
University Puppeteeers. 
February 22 — Concert by Sym-
phony Orchestra of 50 instru-
ments. 
February 23 — "China and Ja-
pan" by Dr. John Martin. 
February 23—"Wappin' Wharf" 
presented by Rollins Student Play-
February 24—"Wappin' Wharf" 
(second performance) 
February 25 — Alumni Day, and 
Founders' Day Dinner. 
February 26—"Wappin' Wharf" 
(third performance). 
February 26 — Rollins "Ani-
mated Magazine". 
February 27 — Founders' Day 
Convocation, address by President 
Charles S. Seymour of Yale Uni-
versity. 
February 28 — "France Faces 
the Rhine Again" by Dr. Thomas 
Chalmers. 
February 28 — Annual Dinner 
of Spanish Institute of Florida 
lecture by Dr. Pedro Salinas, Span 
ish poet and essayist, who is visit-
ing professor at Wellesley. 
It is too early to announce the 
"Table of Contents" of the Vol 
Student Players Will 
Give 'Wappin Warf 
Howard Bailey To Direct Sec-
ond Play of Series 
The Rollins Student Players 
have announced the cast for their 
s e c o n d production, "Wappin' 
Wharf" by Charles S. Brooks, 
which will be presened February 
23, 24, and 25 in the Annie Russell 
Theatre. The cast is as follows: 
The Duke, Robin Rae; Patch-eye, 
Ed Levy; Darlin', Janet Jones; 
Betsy, Betty Berdahl; Red Joe, 
Donald MillerjOld Meg, Marguer-
ite Beyer; Sailor Captain, Warren 
Hume; Pirate Captain, Mort Lich-
tenstein; Sailors, Wesley Davis, 
Ed Neidt, and Manny Ehrlich. 
This play will be given during 
Founders' Week. It will be under 
the direction of Howard Bailey. 
Wilberforce Begins 
Lectures Monday 
Subject is "Uevelopment of 
The British Empire" 
Mr. Robert Wilberforce, Direc-
tor of the British Library of In-
formation at New York City, will 
begin his series of lectures here 
Monday evening, January 23. 
Mr. Wilberforce has sudied at 
Beaumont College, Old Windsor; 
and Balliol College, Oxford. He 
a member of the War Trade 
Intelligence Department, British 
Delegation to the Washington Dis-
armament Conference in 1921 and 
'22, and delegate to the Geneva 
Disarmament Conference in 1932 
and '33, and has been Director of 
the British Library of Information 
since 1920. * 
Monday night his subject will be 
"The Constitutional and Political 
Development of the British Empire 
from 1783 to 1900." Tuesday after-
1 at the Woman's Club he will 
give an illustrated lecture: "Some 
Poets and Essayists from Francis 
Bacon to Ruper Brooke" and at the 
All-College assembly, Mr. Wilber-
force will continue with his first 
lecture giving "The Constitutional 
d Political Development of the 
British Empire from 1900 to 1931." 
On Thursday evening, January 26, 
before the first evening meeting 
of the Economic Conference, Mr. 
Wilberforce will lecture on "The 
Industrial and Economic Condi-
tions in England" in the Annie 
Russell Theater. It will be very 
likely, also, that he will give ad-
ditional lectures to some of" the 
Adult Education Classes. 
Conference To Be 
Held Here; Noted 
Churchmen Coming 
Three Religion Leaders Will 
Hold Discussions Here In 
Four Day Meeting 
Three crusaders for religious 
tolerance will arrive tomorrow for 
four-day conference with stu-
dents, faculty members, and inter-
ested townsmen. According to Dr. 
Buel Trowbridge, associate pro-
fessor of religion and ethics at 
Rollins, the discussions will stress 
The Relations of Protestants, 
Catholics and Jews". 
The trio of religious leaders, di-
rected and accompanied by Rev. A. 
Morgan Noyes of New York City, 
will participate in an intensive 
program of conferences, classroom 
lectures, and sermons. 
Father Edward L. Stephens of 
Richmond, Va., and Rabbi Morris 
feazaron of Baltimore, Md., are the 
: two religious leaders arriv-
ing with Rev. Noyes. Father Ste-
phens is director of the Diocesan 
Missionary Fathers in Richmond 
and an active figure for many 
years in seminar institutes and na-




XLI, No. 1 issue of the "Rollins 
Animated Magazine" which will 
be "published" on the Rollins cam-
pus on the afternoon of February 
26. The "contributors" whose 
"manusQrlJpts" have alrady been 
accepted assure a distinguished 
group of nationally-known edi-
tors and authors who will appear 
in person. 
A study of four neurotic rats 
won the $l,000-prize of the Amer-
ican Association fo rthe Advance-
ment of Science for Dr. N. R. F. 
Maier, University of Michigan. 
Hough's Food Shop 
• 
QUALITY FOODS 
Phone 520 Park Ave. 
Orlando Linen & Towel Supply Co. 
INCORPORATED 
A FLORIDA INSTITUTION 
Specializing in Quality Merchandise Well Laundered 
, Walter Dickson, Manager 69 West Concord Ave 
Phone 5861 Orlando, Florida 
^Members of Kollins I 
Mothers Club Meet 
Women Who Furnished Col-
lege Infirmary Hold Tea 
Forty members of the Mother's 
Club of Rollins College met for 
tea and informal discussion at 
President Holt's house on Friday 
afternoon. Dean Balazs spoke, 
saying she hoped such gatherings 
would afford parents the oppor-
tunity to talk informally about 
the aims and problems of the col-
lege as well as to meet various 
members of the faculty. 
Prsident Holt told about the 
former activities of the Club 
which included building the infirm-
ary. Miss Weber, Dr. Wise and 
Professor Trowbridge also spoki 
informally. 
the young and gay out of unusual fabrics in 
irresistable colors. 
THE L i n i E GOWN SHOP 
785 N. ORANGE AVE, ORLANDO, FLORIDA 
Barbara Mills, Mgr. 
on is one of the more 




ight at 8:15 
hree visiting 
The initia: 
ill be held 
Chapel, Thursday 
'clock, with the t
clergymen leading the d 
Friday morning, they will attend 
the classes of Professors France 
and Trowbridge to speak with the 
students informally. 
day night. Father Stephens 
and Rev. Noyes will meet with the 
International Relations Club at the 
iome of President Holt to discuss 
'The Implications of Democracy, 
and the Threat of Totalitarian-
They will again visit the 
of Professors Trowbridge 
and Denney Saturday morning and 
teiTacial tea will be held Sat-
urday afternoon. 
The four-day round of discus-
ins will culminate with a ser-
on by Rabbi Lazaron at the 
morning meditation services in 
Knowles Memorial Chapel next 
Sunday morning at 9:45 o'clock. 
Rabki Lazaron will speak again at 
11 o'clock Sunday morning at the 
local Methodist Church, while 
Father Stephens will conduct mass 
at the Catholic Church earlier in 
oming. 
Peggy Whitely Returns to Rollins After 
Trip Abroad; Liked Mediterranian Best 
By Wilson W h i t e h e a d 
Peggy Whitely retuned to col-
lege this term after getting a good 
start toward seeing the world. 
Most of us like to travel. We 
know that all those who do must 
envy Peggy her trip. 
Sailing from New York in the 
middle of July with her mother, 
father and brother, she began a 
tour which included in its itinerary 
England, France, Germany, Swit-
zerland, Czechoslovakia, Italy, 
Greece and Algiers. She liked par-
ticularly the countries on the Med-
iterranean which she visited on 
her return to this country, express-
ing as a reason, "Well, you know 
before you go over what England 
and France and Germany and 
le countries are going to look 
like." 
Her trip differed from the av-
erage tourist's in that shortly aft-
er her father and brother sailed 
for home at the end of summer, she 
enrolled in the University of Frei-
burg. Because she knew no Ger-
man, she arranged to receive spe-
cial coaching in the language from 
a tutor. However, the tutor failed 
to arrive, and a substitute proved 
unsatisfactory. After three weeks 
she discontinued her studies. 
However, she remained in Ger-
many where she had ample oppor-
tunity to closely observe the peo-
ple and learn something of their 
pie and learn something of 
their feelings toward Hitler. It is 
interesting to note the differences 
the outlooks of those who mere-
ly read of Germany and those 
who have seen by living there. In 
this country the people are led to 
believe that most of the Germans 
are solidly behind Hitler, but ac-
cording to Peggy many of them 
disagree heartily with his actions. 
Particularly opposed to some of 
his principles and actions is the 
generation who saw and lived 
through the last war. Too well 
do they remember its horrors to 
want to see another. But the 
younger generation is quite uni-
fied in its acceptance of Nazism. 
We can understand this when we 
remember that barely out of the 
cradle, they are sent to special 
camps. Here the organizing and 
later the military training is be-
gun which continue at regular in-
Typewriter Headquarters 
Sales and Service 
All Makes Used Typewriters 
Davis Ofifice Supply 
AUTHORIZED BUICK SERVICE 
General Repair 
Body and Paint repair 
Lubrication 
Electrical tune-up 
UNITED MOTOR SERVICE 
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BAGGETT'S STANDARD SERVICE 
E. Park & Fairbanks Winter Park 
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at 59c 
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Biography, literature, history, & travel 
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PUBLISHERS' CLEARANCE SALE 
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Up to $7.50 
Now 
59c 
THE SANDSPUR BOOKSHOP 
354 E. Park Ave., North Phillips BIdg. 
life. tervals throughout thi 
Peggy related several intresting 
delights on the Czechoslovakian 
risis. One day in order to get a 
first hand view of some of the ex-
citement she went to the border 
toown of Breisach, which is just 
ss the Rhine, about four hun-
dred yards wide at that point, 
from a small French town. The 
French front-line trenches were 
idy manned by tense, grim 
ers scrutinizing every action 
of the Germans. The Germans, 
however, somehow seemed to know 
3 would be no war and went 
about their tasks unconcerned, 
laughing and joking about the fear-
ful Frenchmen. 
Another time during the crisis 
eggy was again connected with 
me joking. Only this time she 
as doing the joking, which very 
nearly caused her trouble with the 
uthorities. One night when feei-
ng was running high, rallies to 
gain sympathy for Hitler's de-
ds for the liberation of the 
Sudetens were being held in all 
nan towns and cities. Peggy 
attended one, but quite conspicu-
:sly refused to participate in the 
frequent "heils". Frankly, she 
admitted, she was downright de-
e of the whole affair. Sever-
al Germans near her disapproved 
er attitude enough to search 
Rollins Press Store 
Inc. 
VALENTINES 
Rytex January Special 
Double Quantity—$1.25 
out storm troopers who thought 
they should come and change Peg. 
gy's attitude. But with Peggy -wag 
a friend who knew enough German 
to understand the conversations of 
the others, so she and Peggy, rg, 
membering that just outside Prei, 
burg was one of the country's 
largest concentration camps quiet-
ly left the rally. 
Maybe Peggy wouldn't like this 
known, but the incident is rather 
indicative of the attitude of those 
great waltzers, the Viennese, to-
ward those great big applers, the 
Americans. Briefly, Peggy and 
some friends started into their 
"shining". Peggy and her friends 
were asked to leave the floor. 
But Sandspur articles are short, 
and Peggy's trip was long. She 
sums it up best — "a marvelous 
experience." 
Theta Kappa Nu's Dance 
The Theta Kappa Nus held an 
informal house dance last Sunday 
night. A large group of the stu-
dents attended. This dance was 
one of the series of dances that the 
fraternity group has been inaugur-
ating this year. During the eve-
ning punch and cookies were 
served. 
The limpkin, the Crying Bird of 
Florida, whose call of unutterable 
sadness often startles visitors, will 
be among the birds in the Wild 
Life spectorama in Florida's ex-
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Birds Are Hobby to Wallace MacBriar, 
Uses Different Methods of Trapping 
T H E R O L L I N S S A N D S P U R 
"A bird in the bush is worth two 
in the band," although both ap-
pear in the bird traps of Wallace 
MacBrier, United States licensed 
bird bander No. 5490. 
Before 1920 the United States 
Bureau of Agriculture had nothing 
to do with the extensive banding 
of birds which had been carried 
on up to this point by private or-
ganizations such as the American 
Bird Banding Association, founded 
in 1913. In 1920 the government, 
realizing how very valuable this 
method of tagging proved in the 
study of birds, incorporated these 
groups under one title, the Biologi-
cal Survey. 
Birds, figures of romantic leg-
ends and the inspiration of many 
poetic verses, in some respects, 
have remained, scientifically speak-
ing enigmas. To set aright the 
widespread misconceptions con-
cerning migratory habits, the 
length of different birds' lives, 
mating habits, migratory destina-
tions, and sex ratios of living 
birds; twenty-three hundred men 
and women, at the present, are en-
gaged in the banding of birds. 
Banding involves primarily trap-
ping the birds. Different birds 
respond to different lures. For 
instance, the warblers, which are 
insect eaters, are attracted by 
dripping water, whereas other 
birds are trapped in boxlike con-
trivances to which the creatures 
have been enticed by grain. Sec-
ondly a small metal band bearing 
a number and the order to notify 
the Biological Survey, at Washing-
ton is affixed to the bird's leg. By 
means of the number it can be 
easily ascertained through the files 
Students, Townpeople 
Attend Organ Vesper 
Siewert To Play Favorites 
During Broadcast 
A large audience of both students 
and townspeople attended the first 
Organ Vespers' program held 
Thursday, Jan. 12, at 7:30 P. M. in 
the Knowles Memorial Chapel. Mr. 
Herman F. Siewert was organist 
with a viola solo by Dante Ber-
gonzi accompanied by Emelie 
Dougherty. 
The selections offered were: 
"Prelude and Fugue in D Major" 
by Bach; "Ave Maria" by Karg-
Elert; "At Evening" by Kinder, 
played in memory of Dean Camp-
bell; "Intermezzo" by Vivaldi and 
the "Andante" from Orpheus and 
Euridice by Offenbach, viola solos; 
the transcription of Carl S. Diton 
of "Swing Low, Sweet Chariot"; 
and the Finale from Symphony 
No. 4 by Tschaikowsky. 
The program for Organ Vespers 
for Thursday, January 19 at 7:30 
P. M. in Knowles Memorial Chapel 
is as follows: 
1. Toccata on "0 Filii et Filiae"— 
Farnum 
2. Aria — Bach 
3. Overture to Romeo and Juliette 
—Tschaikowsky 
4. Aria, from "Louise", Charpen-
tier — Hazel Darlington Yar-
brough, soprano 
*5. Suite, "Peer Gynt" — Grieg 
a) Morning 
b) Ase's Death 
c) Anitra's Dance 
d) In the Hall of the Mountain 
King 
. Festival Prelude on "A Mighty 
Fortress is Our God"—Faulkes 
Requested. 
of the Biological Survey where and 
when the bird was banded. 
This system proves particularly 
valuable in the study of the migra-
tory habits of the bird. One 
slightly confused blue jay with no-
mad instincts appeared in Texas in 
the middle of summer, having been 
banded in Minnesota six weeks 
previously. This was doubly in-
teresting in that blue jays usually 
do no migrate, and if at all for 
very small distances in the coldest 
months. 
One man of Waukegan, III., car-
ried on an experiment in the study 
of the homing instincts of wild 
birds. He secured a number of 
birds which did not build nests, 
but which, in a very peremptory 
fashion laid their eggs in other 
species' nests. These cowbirds, as 
the Cho; bo-
cause they would obviously have 
no "home ties"; but when released 
in various parts of the United 
States they returned home, guid-
ed by what means man may never 
Wallace became interested in 
this least proSaic of all hobbies in 
1933 but was not able to get the 
necessary federal and state por-
ts until 1937. He accredits him-
self with the banding of some 
1200 birds and although he has 
trapped and worked with these 
hundreds of winged he has yet to 
be given the bird. 
Dr. Holt Entertains 
Cast of "Lightnin'" 
students hTesent l^red Stone 
With Traveling Clock 
After the final drop of the cur-
tain on the six performances of 
the Rollins Student Players pro-
duction of "Lightnin'", Dr. Holt 
entertained Fred Stone and the 
entire cast and backstage "crew" 
at an "after theatre" party at his 
home. At the beginning of the 
evening Dr. Holt thanked Mr. 
the college and Winter Park to 
Stone for his great services to Rol-
lins and extended the hospitality of 
him whenever Mr. Stone decides 
to retire. Carolyn Sandlin pre-
sented Mr. Stone with a traveling 
clock which was the gift of the 
cast. Mr. Stone on receiving the 
clock thanked the cast for giving 
him "the works". 
Mrs. George Holt and Mrs. 
Maurice Rotibal presided at the 
long dining room table. The guests 
were served with punch, small 
dwjches and frosted cakes. 
Phi Mu's Initiate 
Three New Members 
Gay liavis, Lillian Conn and 
Norine Farr in Ceremony 
Sunday noon, Jan. 15, Alpha 
Omega Chapter of Phi Mu of Rol-
lins College, in a ceremony held 
in the Phi Mu Lodge, initiated 
Adelaide Gaynor Davis, Forsythe, 
Ga., Lillian Albert Conn, Sebring 
and Winter Park, Fla., and Norine 
Edith Farr, Orlando, Fla. 
Following the ceremony, the 
sorority and their adviser, Mrs. E. 
T. Brown went to lunch at Her-
rington-Langston's in Orlando. 
University of New Hampshii 
have won 23 matches 
24 starts. 
Town and Country 
Angebilt Hotel BIdg. 
Shop 
Orlando 
Presents a Brilliant Collection of 
California Fashions 
INDIVIDUAL STYLES FOR TOWN AND 
COUNTRY WEAR 
Fred Stone Stars in 'Quick Money' Now 
Appearing at the Baby Grand Theater 
Hilarious comedy and fast action are blended in "Qi^ick Money," 
RKO Radio's exciting drama of a small-town mayor's efforts to check-
mate a pair of suave crooks. Fred Stone heads the cast. 
Stone has the picturesque role of 
the kindly but stubborn old mayor, 
the only citizen of the community 
who fails to applaud when a form-
er resident returns in the guise of 
a financier. The inhabitants flock 
to put their money into building a 
great hotel promoted by the new-
comer. 
Stone uses his official position to 
keep the town council from invest-
ing public funds in the enterprise, 
and this leads to the many exciting 
complications, with boycotts, re-
call elections, a hectic romance and 
other factors maintaining the swift 
pace of the story. 
The romance is handled by Dor-
othy Moore, as Stone's daughter, 
and Gordon Jones, a young news-
paperman, while Berton Church-
hill has the part of the smooth 
promoter and Paul Guilfoyle that 
of his assistant. 
Harlan Briggs portrays the 
town's leading banker, with young 
Sherwood Bailey, Dorothy Vaughn, 
Frank M. Thomas, Fuzzy Knight, 
Dick Elliott and Jack Carson in 
important supporting roles. Ed-
ward Killy directed "Quick 
Money." 
Lightnin' Strikes Six Times; Scores a 
Direct Hit With Students, Central Florida 
(Continued from page ' l ) 
Ward, Helen Hitt, Deedee Hoenig 
and others were excellent in small 
parts. 
As Lightnin' Bill Jones himself, 
Fred Stone was enormously satis-
fying. He has the rare genius of 
acting like a human being on 
stage. He is as homely, as com-
fortable, as intimate as your bed-
room slippers. 
As much as your reviewer en-
joyed the play, it must be admit-
ted he found the curtain call even 
more entertaining, for here the 
star was completely in his element. 
Each night the ranks of standees 
increased. It got to be quite the 
thing to come in for Fred Stone's 
song and dance. And those that 
saw it every night were laughing 
just as hard at the last perform-
The scenery and the costumes 
were both excellent and amusing. 
The direction was well paced, 
changing quickly from the static 
quality of the divorcees to the 
pleasing sentimentality of the 
Jones family. Particulariy fine 
was the second act curtain scene 
between Mrs. Jones and Lightnin'. 
Pathos was stretched to the utmost 
and laughter choked by something 
in your throat. An ancient Greek 
once said he could move the world, 
if he could find a large enough 
lever. He was small fry. Fred 
Stone can move the world with an 
eyebrow. 
Your critic, who, in the past, has 
often desired to drive a flock of 
B's from the stage, happily salutes 
an A production. 
The University of Teras dram, 
loan library last year provided 
Texas high school students i 
copies of 20,000 plays. 
67 Percent of 1938 Men Graduates Now 
Have Jobs; Lonsdale is 'Arkansas Traveler' 
Of those accounted for among 
the male graduates of 1938, 28, or 
67% are working. Such a percent-
age should be a source of gratifi-
cation to the powers that be here 
at college, for at least 7 of the 
graduates are devoting their full 
time to further study, and possibly 
some of those unaccounted for are 
working. 
There is a great diversity in 
their occupations. From piano 
playing to publicity work, from 
sculptoring to selling biscuits, 
those Rollinsites are opening the 
door into the world outside the 
classroom. William Page is the 
pianist, now engaged in accompa-
nying a concert singer. John 
Lonsdale is the publicity man. 
Dean Enyart borrowed a movie 
title to call him the "Arkansas 
Traveler". Arkansas is his home 
state, which he is representing in 
Hollywood. In Gene Townsend we 
have the unusual, a W.P.A. worker 
without a shovel. Good enough to 
rate the title of Assistant Techni-
cal Adviser he does sculptoring 
and designing. In Bill Barr we 
have also the unusual. Shortly aft-
er graduation he had printed a 
pamphlet containing the sort of 
information employers would ask 
would-be employees. On the cover 
was a picture of himself and the 
direct statement "I Want a Job." 
The scheme must have been suc-
cessful; for shortly, finding him-
self in the pleasant predicament 
of having three jobs to select from, 
he chose one with the sales de-
partment of the National Biscuit 
Co. 
Soiling has attracted the largest 
single group of graduates. George 
Gabriel, Don Matthews and Bob 
Vogel are with insurance firms. 
Charles Draper is the factory sales 
representative of a rubber hose 
manufacturing concern in Cleve-
land. 
Writing and newspaper work 
nave drawn three of the class. 
Mink Whitelaw is in the advertis-
ing department of the New York 
World-Telegram, Robert VanBey-
num is a reporter with the New 
York Sun, and Ralph Little is 
writing feature articles for the 
•'American Observer". 
McGuffey's Second Reader 
might put forth the following with 
Andy's Garage 
Church St. 
Day Phone 75 
Night Phone 319W 
OFFICE SUPPLIES 
TYPEWRITERS 
O'Neal Branch Co. 
Phone 30.51 
like innocence, but to 
*;alls for an imagination as accept-
ing as a Salvation Army lass. A 
tomato, grown by Fentrss Gardner 
(farming at Lake Pacid, Fla.) was 
sold to Horace D'Ambrogio (con-
cted with a chain of restaur-
ants). It was eaten by Bill Spick-
ers (at the Belleview Hospital, 
New York). He sent a list of the 
day's birth to Bob Fluno (U. S. 
ensus' Bureau) who checked it 
hile sitting in a chaii- made by 
George Waddell. Oh yes, he was 
using a machine made by Howard 
Lyman (International Business 
Machines'. Now if we could only 
Bhow include a banker and a 
broker, the list would be complete. 
Simpson's Dress 
Shop Now Open 
The opening of Simpson's n e w 
dress shop in Orlando is one of the 
year for Rollins students, giving a 
most interesting events of the new 
grand new place to shop for extra 
lovely clothes. Writes Jeanne, the 
famous shopper: 
"That handsome new place back 
of Dickson-Ives that people have 
been crowding into by the dozens 
since last Wednesday is SIMP-
SON'S, an achievement of E. J. 01-
sen (of Wis.) of which he may 
well be proud. Feminine wearing 
apparel in the smartest, crispest, 
spring fabrics and styles for Flor-
ida are shown in an extremely love-
ly sotting. You will love it be-
cause of its space and beautiful 
decoration, t h e soft carpets to 
stand on and the generous supply 
of mirrors to parade before. Also, 
you'll like it because it isn't clut-
tered. Harriet French is in charge 
of sales and most of us know how 
agreeable she is and how capable 
of finding for us just what we 
want. An authority on "play" 
clother, Mr Olsen h a d a Miami 
'Beach shop for threee years . . . 
pioneered in the Beaux Arts build-
ing. Peek & Peck's and Milgrim's. 
A little discouraged after tHng 
washed out by the 1926 hurricane, 
he later came back and opened op-
posite Saks, Fifth Avenue. H i s 
shop here, SIMPSON'S has an 
enormous stock of things you see 
in all the class magazines, such as 
the eyeleted sharkskin bathing suit 
pictured in last week's Life, which 
was picked up, pronto, by a Rol-
lins College girl. 
Most of the RolUns girls have 
already been to this lovely shop, 
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haven't, visit Simpson's the first 
time you are in Orlando.—Adv. 
The State of Indiana has re-
fused to take over the control and 
financing of Evansville College, 
now si^ported by the Methodist 
Episcopal Church. 
Seed Stripes 
shown in Esquire 
This sparkling new Arrow ver-
sion of the striped shirt is going 
places! Set on backgrounds of 
warm colors, these seed stripes 
will give your wardrobe a fresh 
outlook. Treat yourself to 
some seed stripes today! They're 
Sanforized - Shrunk ( f a b r i c 
shrinkage less than 1 %) per-
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ESTABLISHED IN 1894 W I T H THE FOLLOWING 
EDITORIAL 
Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, well-
tfztnded yet many sided, assiduously tenacious, yet 
BS gritty and energetic as its name imfUes, vic-
torious in single combat and therefore without a 
feer, wonderfully attractive and extensive in cir-
culation: all these will be found ufon investigation 
to b^ among the extraordinary qualities of the 
SANDSPUR. 
Do We Need Basketball? 
Basketball is our favorite sport but there 
is no room for it at Rollins. 
Last night a group of college athletes 
Ijegan practice for the first basketball team 
that Rollins has put on the floor in the in 
the past seven years. The majority of these 
men participate in some other major sport 
such as football, crew, or baseball. The oth-
ers have been playing in some minor sport 
or intramurals. 
Lajst week. Dr. Thurston Adams made 
public his report to Dr. Holt concerning the 
health and athletic program at Rollins. In 
that report, which was the result of several 
months study of the problems of our physi-
cal education set up. Dr. Adams stresses the 
fact that more emphasis should be placed 
on the sports that would be carried on thru 
life and not those that bum out he 
individual in a few years of questionable 
glory. To Dr. Adams the true major sports 
are the ones we Viow term minor. 
Let us see why Rollins would try to have 
a varsity basketball teatai. Of course we 
cannot say what the motives of the athletic 
department are but at least we can guess. 
One reason may be that basketball would be 
a beneficial addition to an intensified ath-
letic program. It may be used as a source 
of income. It would be another student ac-
tivity, and it would furnish some students 
a chance to play their favorite game in inter-
collegiate competition. The first argument 
could scarcely be used, however, for, if we 
believe Dr. Adams' report, an intensified 
program of intercollegiate sports is not a 
desirable thing. Basketball could not be 
used as a source of income—at least not at 
Rollins. In the first place we would need 
an outstanding team to draw crowds. It is 
possible for a small college to do this, wit-
ness the best teams in the country are from 
comparatively obscure educational institu-
tions, but it is only possible when the college 
makes it a point to get good players whether 
they are 'A' student^s or not. Rollins has 
never made an effort to subsidize her ath-
letes to any great extent and will probably 
never get any outstanding talent. In the 
second place, sparsely settled Florida i! 
hardly a place to^et big crowds. A few hun 
dred people at the most would pay to see 
RolUns play another Southern team while in 
the noijth. Long Island U. and Westminster 
might draw several thousands in the Madi-
son Square Gardens. Even Northern high 
schools have a greater drawing power than 
Rollins would have. 
As far as basketball furnishing the stu-
nents with another activity, we have enough 
as it is. With all of the extra-curricular op-
portunities that are offered here, it is a won-
der that any studying is accomplished. As 
far as those who would like to play the game 
are concerned, there is an intramural contest 
every year that offers enough chances for 
the individual to compete in regular team 
play. 
There are many other things which we 
could consider. We do not have a suitable 
floor of our own on which to play our games, 
Basketball is essentially a Northern sport; 
a good indoors game while the snow flies out-
side. Most of the material for a good team 
would have to be imported from the North 
where prep schools take the game seriously. 
And last and most important there would be 
a great deal of expense involved in outfitting 
a new team. 
We have, and always will advocaiie for 
Rollins a program of sports b4st suited to 
our needs, climate and facilities. This would 
call for building up such sports as fencing, 
swimming, tennis, golf, basketball, crew and 
track. We have already acquired a name for 
ourselves in fencing, crew and baseball. It 
seems almtelst paradoxical t h a t we do not 
excell in the others we have mentioned. Flor-
ida is the ideal location for an athletic pro-
gram featuring tennis, swimming, golf and 
track. Of these all we have is a tennis team 
and a sadly neglected one at that. We can-
not understand why the college would at-
tempt to promote a sport such as basketball 
at RoUins when they have overlooked so 
many naturals. 
If a small group of men made the decision 
that Rollins should have a basketball team, 
we charge that a personal liking for the 
game and not the interests of the college was 
the deciding factor. We are of the opinion 
that if the issue were put to a "horse-sense" 
vote of the student body the athletic depart-
ment would find themselves alone, compara-
tively speaking, with their proposal. It 
takes a lot m o r e than a rousing 'rah' to 
create an interest in something new in a 
student body composed of 400 rugged indi-
vidualists. We have all the facilities here 
for producing fine teams in several sports. 
Why should we restrict our list to athletics 
that will earn us the term mediocre. We 
shall draw a parallel that should makg our 
point clear to college professors and students 
alike. There is as much sense in having bas-
ketball at Rollins as there is in enrolling in 
a class because everyone else is doing it. It 
is possible that we might excell if we tried 
something more suited to us. 
From Other Campuses 
Fellow-Stealing: Sixty per cent of Ohio 
Wesleyan's co-eds interviewed have no scru-
ples against snagging another girl's "steady" 
while at the University of Toledo only 49 per 
cent of those polled thought it was okey to 
steal omeone's "adored one." 
Men-Rating: Massachusetts State Col-
lege women want these attributes in the men 
they'll marry: 1. personality, 2. thoughtful-
ness, 3. dancing ability, 4. lots of brains, 5. 
good looks and 6. money. Today's co-eds are 
not gold diggers. 
Majors: Exactly 54.3 per cent of the Uni-
versity of Hawaii students answered "yes" 
when they were asked, "Are you convinced 
that your present college major will become 
your life work?" Those taking teacher train-
ing courses answered "yes" with a majority 
of 72.1 per cent, with no other major coming 
near that number of affirmative answers. 
Women-Rating: Rhode Island State Col-
lege men rate the thing they look for in their 
"ideal girl-friend" this way: 1. personality, 
2. face, 3. figure, and 4. brains. 
Compulsory Assembly: Texas State Col-
lege for Women are divided 50-50 on the 
question. Juniors voted strongest against it, 
with 64 per cent asking abolition. 
The University of Texas will construct a 
tearoom to be used as a laboratory by stu-
dents of home economics who are studying 
institutional management. 
The only state college remote control 
studio in New England has made its debut 
on the airwaves, with daily campus pro-
grams being broadcast from the University 
of New Hampshire. 
Travelera Safety Ssrvloe 
" W h a t a guy ! H e stops me l o ask what t ime i t is , a n d because m y 
brakes don ' t h o l d he gives me a t i c k e t ! " 
Dr. Holt Rates Lightnin' as Outstanding Play 
Given in College Theater; Lauds Work of Stone 
(Continued from page 1) 
luld not 
not all, of our plays, the directors 
are as much to blame as the actors. 
I t seems to me that the only 
thing I should criticize as a whole 
in the play was that the scenery 
was not as good as it ought to be. 
Every scene, the log cabi, the ho-
tel and the courtroom, were all 
depressing browns. Why 
they have been varied 
The rooms which the scenes rep-
resented were meant to be sec-
ond-rate as rooms and yet they 
should have been made first-rate 
as second-rate sets, which I do not 
think they were. 
Fred Stone and Rex Beach 
:reed w i t h me tha|( Mr. and 
Mrs. Howard Bailey, ^ o played 
the part of th lovers, were bet-
ter in their parts than the pro-
fessionals who supported him in 
the run in "Lightnin'" last fall 
in New York. This was the debut 
of the Baileys in Winter P:arli 
and we now have available two 
actors of exceptional ability. 
Professor Bailey has a fine figure 
and rich voice for hero parts, and 
Mrs. Bailey has a pretty face and 
much charm for character parts. 
They will be great additions to our 
dramatic talent. Of the two other 
parts taken by other than students, 
both Dean Enyart as "Zeb" and 
Mr. Brown as the Judge, did splen-
did work and quite captivated tho 
audience. Dean Enyart had the 
better, or is it the worse, make-
up, but Mr. Brown made up for 
his lack of disguise with a really 
fine performance of "his honor." 
Of the girl students, both Carolyn 
Sandlin and "Vicky" Morgan did 
really notable work. If Fred Stone 
had not been in the cast, I think 
Carolyn Sandlin would have stolen 
the show. She is an actress of 
both achievement and promise and 
is a girl who should do some very 
fine work before and after s h e 
leaves college. Considering that 
she was playing a role of a much 
older woman and in a character 
entirely foreign to her, her work 
was almost in the "phenomenal" 
class, I wish "Vicky" Morgan had 
been dressed up a little more glam-
orously, as was the professional 
Mrs. Davis that I saw in New-
York. But she more than m a d e 
up by her matchless impersonation 
of the seductive divorcee. She is 
undoubtedly the best actress of 
the "Mrs. Davis" type that we 
have had in college since I have 
been here. 
Dudley Darling and Donald 
Cram, the villians, w e r e excep-
tionally good, in fact some people 
thought they were the best of all 
the students in the cast. Darling, 
however, did not have as good a 
part as Cram. He had, I think, 
the best enunciation of anyone in 
the cast, and he, Joe Hanna and 
Mortimer Lichtenstein are three 
actors who have the most natural 
way of making their body actions 
foils for their voices. 
Some people have said that Ed 
Levy, the sheriff, over-acted and 
was over-dressed, but I don't think 
so. No play can really be true to 
life. I t would be hopeless if it 
were, and the same is true of a 
character in a play. Ed has real 
ability, and when his baseball legs 
get to the Charley horse stage and 
3 dropped to the minor leagues, 
Dught to be able to turn to 
the drama. 
The other parts were so minor 
that I have not space to take them 
up in detail, but they were all ade-
quate and some of them would 
have done as well as those I have 
mentioned had their parts been 
longer. In fact there was not a 
weak spot in the play. Even the 
spectators in the courtroom scene 
played their roles well, from the 
casual entrance of Sue Terry to 
George Cartwright, Sr., who went 
to sleep in the spectator's seat. 
It would be a wonderful thing 
for Rollins if Mr. Stone would come 
back, as he intimated he might, 
and take the whole company on 
the ro^d for a brief tour. The 
six performances netted about $2,-
500, of which over $2,000 goes to 
Rollins and the other $500 to the 
Girl Scouts at Sebring. If Mr. 
Stone could take our troupe to 
some of the big centers in Flor-
ida, we ought to make enough to 
build during the summer our prac-
tice theatre between the Chi Omega 
House and the music school, and 
thus leave Recreation Hall for ath-
letic and non-dramatic purposes. 




By Lillian Ryan and 
Dejay Shriner 
You're My Everything — Says 
Phil to Tony. 
The Morning After—Corky and 
his hangover. 
Monday Morning — The curse 
of life at Rollins. 
Hurry Home — Writes Wendy 
to that lass in Chicago. 
Dancing Lady — Deedee Hoenig 
Little Fraternity Pin—The Aim 
of all Freshman Girls. 
You're All I Need — Clax. 
I Live the Life I Love — Pat 
Laursen. 
I've Got Everything — Thinks 
McFall. 
The House is Haunted—Clover-
leaf. 
You're a Sweetheart — Helen 
Darling. 
Just a Kid Named Joe -— Lynn 
Leonard. 
A Little Bit Independent — Jean 
Herbert. 
They Say — Mat and Pat. 
This Can't Be Love — Lynn 
Naught and Bob Lado. 
Take Me Down to the Ball Park 
—Football Widows. 
You Must Have Been a Beauti-
ful Baby — Betty Knowlton. 
Small Fry — Issie Flagg. 
Jezebel — Jenelle. 
You're Lovely, Madame — Kitty 
Wynne. 
I'm in the Mood For Love — 
Freshman Girls. 
I've Got a Date With a Dream 
—Pres with Kitty. 
The Loveliness of You — Janet 
Morse. 
Just One More Chance — Shir-
ley Herman. 
Sweet and Lovely—Arlene Kay. 
Pardon My Southern Accent — 
Frosty. 
What Have You Got That Gets 
Me — Says Ollie of Bobbie. 
Sophisticated Lady — Tappy 
Porcher. 
I'm Through With Love — Lib 
Leach. 
I Can't Escape From You — 
Connie and Rick. 
Change Partners — Louis Bills 
and Joe Hanna. 
You L e a v e Me Breathless — 
Pants Ed Levy. 
Public Opinion 
Peace 
Far from the cloistered haVe been U. S. halls of learning during 
the period of world-wide unrest- that has made the citizens of all 
nations wander far from the placidness of Ferdinand the Bull. Col-
legians and their teachers are taking an active interest in the state 
of the world, and are becoming more belligerent when it comes to 
defending democracy. 
Chief blow to the passive pacifism that in other years brought an 
endorsement of the famed Oxford Oath ("I won't fight under any cir-
cumstances") was the abandonment of the oath by the delegates to 
the conventions of the American Student Union and the National Stu-
dent Federation of America. Both meetings urged continued peace 
education, but both more or less approved the President's rearmament 
policies. 
Presidential messages on rearmament brought a chorus of "yeas" 
from the collegiate press, with only here and there a scattered "nay". 
At the University o Virginia, "College Topics" stated the case for 
che supporters of the move like this: 
"Pacifism and optimism insofar as world peace is concerned are 
admirable under normal conditions, but Utopianlike and thoroughly 
dangerous while world affairs are in their present turbulent state. We 
are people who spouse and champion democracy — democracy faces 
unpredictable trouble. We are people who espouse and champion dis-
armament — at the present time, such action on our part with the 
known status of other powers on the subject, would be suicidal. There-
fore we must exercise sagacity in the administration of our govern-
ment in order that it prove itself the ultimate in social and economical 
government of the human race. We must prepare for the direct 
tmergency in defense of our standards and our country." 
On the other side of the fence stand those who cheered Joseph 
Day, who calls himself "one of the future cannon fodder," when he 
sent a letter to the Southwestern University "Megaphone" which said: 
"Perhaps, Mr. President, you don't have the foresight and intelli-
gence to see that in all probability you are signing the death warrant 
of possibly a hundred thousand or of a million choice men." 
Diplomacy 
The humor that seems to make U. S. citizens less susceptible to 
hysteria and mass-ignorance didn't fail to crop out in this crisis as 
it has in most others. The laugh originated when West Virginia Uni-
versity members of Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity staged a "Hitler 
Party" to which members came costumed like Hitler. The German 
press, famed for not being able to take a joke, seriously scorched the 
party-goers by calling them "insolent, shameless and silly." Not to 
be outdone, they cabled Hitler thus: "West Virginia University stu-
dents hereby sever relations with Germany, prosit." 
Challenge 
That this period of unrest is being given more than just a "once 
over, lightly" by at least some college students is true, but that the 
mass of undergraduates is just about as indifferent to it all as are the 
German leaders to thoughts of honor and peace is also true. Quick 
to get at the bottom of the world's troubles, Washington and Jefferson 
College's "Red & Black" believes that its about time our colleges pro-
craced greater thinkers. Here's what it says: 
"It is recognized that universities with their public influences and 
mass production cannot easily produce great leaders or thinkers . . . 
Colleges are a place of 'credit getting' instead of independen thinking 
. . . It is indeed tragic to watch the average undergraduate slip through 
four years of education, without having to think once during that time. 
We see the lack of Americanism on every side. The indolent indiffer-
ence of the average citizen is reflected in the college youth. Colleges 
unconsciously foster it. The situation becomes more muddled with 
each successive year, and yet we know not where to turn for our guid-
r.nce. We must turn to the college of today for the men of tomorrow. 
The college must in turn realize its responsibility, revise its technology 
with the changing times. We need more thinkers." 
Comment 
Candid to the nth degree is the comment of undergraduates on 
the topics of the day that have most U. S. citizens wondering where we 
are going. Let's glance at just a few: 
On the Dies Committee's activities, from the University of West 
Virginia "Athenaeum": "It would probably be found that we have just 
as many good old American spies slithering around Europe. But Mr. 
Dies wouldn't admit it." 
On tbe proposed Jefferson memorial in Washington, from the 
University of Virginia (founded by Jefferson) "College Topics": "We 
will continue to maintain that Thomas Jefferson woold far have pre-
ferred to have any memorial to him take the shape of some utilitarian 
structure at the university he founded and loved than to have a hulk-
ing grey mass of architectural achievement thrown together some-
where in the Tidal Basin at Washington. What of the soul of the 
man who was one of the greatest of all Americans—does uselessness 
denote an aggressive democratic spirit?" 
On sportsmanship, from the Worcester Poloytechnic Institute 
"Tech News": "If the team loses this year, don't blame the referee 
(unless there is good cause) or some player's figurate loose living. 
Think before you blame anyone. And remember, if a few dictators 
V, ould follow the same course, the world would be a much safer place 
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-ALONG THE S IDELINES— 
Athletic Department Moves Along With Jack McDow-
all; Finds Dr. Thurston Adam*s Math Difficult 
• By Wendy Davis • 
The Rollins athletic department, since Jack McDowall took leader-
ship some ten years ago, has taken rapid strides in its attempt to 
improve the physical educational program by placing it along the same 
standards other colleges maintain. The athletic department, faced 
ivith the problem of finances, of classes interfering with its 
limited scheduled period, and the lack of instructors in the variety of 
sports, has been forced to take each step slowly and carefully, alway; 
keeping in mind the aforementioned major three limitations. ..This 
past week, another step was taken. Varsity basketball has been intro-
floced, and the first practice was held last night. 
This column printed last week that varsity basketball had already 
seen included in this year's program. It commended the authorities 
responsible for the sport's inclusion. But, no sooner had the story 
t^ en printed, than complications concerning the sport arose. McDow-
all, fearing that, maybe, the step had been taken too early in the 
present development of athletics, was all but ready to drop the plan, 
providing certain loopholes could not be filled. 
On the surface, it can be said that the main difficulties in the 
situation were the complication in the lack of finances for a really 
.'omplete schedule, the interference of winter football starting this 
[peek, and the question of whether fraternities would allow their star 
players to quit intramural basketball. These, in part, were a few of 
the problems. ^_^ 
A busy week followed in the apeasement of these details, the 
feature of which was the turn-out of some nine players who were 
ffilling to undergo what will probably be a trying pioneering year. 
Our congratulations to each of those pioneers. They will be faced, 
most of them, with practicing football in the afternoon, and basketball 
at night. They will not have a colorful schedule, filled with long trips, 
nsually so attractive to the average athlete. They will not have the 
flashy equipment that other college fives own, although their equip-
ment will not be too bad. They will be forced to account and watch 
for each penny on their trips. These, of course, are usual hardships 
begotten to pioneering enterprises; but the combined as well as the 
individual sincere spirit shown by the players, and some students not 
even players, but interested spectators, proves the worthiness of Rol-
lins and its athletic setup. * 
And along these lines, it might be well to once again remind those 
;till in the fog concerning Rollins athletics, that the man behind the 
scenes in Rollins athletics is the one primarily responsible for turning 
;ut athletes who are willing to endure some hardship in order to know 
md play under the man who can instill such cooperation. This man, 
if course, is Jack McDowall. Jack McDowall has instilled such a 
ipirit deep in the hearts of the athletes here assembled. It was this 
;ame man years age upon his inauguration here that put Rollins 
ithletics where they are today. 
The habitual bellyachers will naturally question "where Rollins 
thletics are today." This can be easily answered. Rollins can boast 
(f a football team that annually in every one of its games plays op-
lonents larger than themselves in man power as well as build, and 
earn that, except for two seasons during which they broke even, hs 
on 75 per cent of its games. Rollins can boast of a baseball teai 
iat each year runs up a remarkabe record. It has on its varsity 
rogram such sports as crew, golf, tennis, and fencing, and 
etball. Its intramural program is not only extensive, but has creat-
d more intense competition and excitement than probably any of its 
srsity sports. The intramural program togther with the varsity 
:t-up is as complete as any small college the size of Rollins. 
It is true that finances have been the major problem confronting 
[cDowall and his athletic department. Football never could break 
ren, and naturally the other varsity sports are not money raisers. 
[cDowall himself is now taking over the finances of football, in an 
ffort to save pennies, here and there, to be used in other sports. 
areful pruning in this sport alone during the past year has aided 
lie two newest varsity sports, crew and basketball for this season. 
An example of this might be taken in the form of the Asheville 
raining camp undertaken for the first time last fall. Weeks of train-
ig before college opens in the fall is a great expense to any foot-
all earn, so McDowall colleced a few of his Asheville friends to aid 
im in cutting down training period costs to $7 a man, where pre-
iously the cost was greater while training here. In Asheville, the 
Earn played three exhibition games before paid audiences, and the 
quad went through last fall's training period with very little cost— 
omething never heard of before this past season. Because of the 
uccess of this venture, the team will again train in Asheville next 
all, under the same arrangements, with exhibition games aiding 
1 the defrayment of expenses. 
In this line, it might be well to mention how important the winter 
raining period for football is in the matter of expenses. By maintain-
ig this three weeks of fundamentals, McDowall does not have to teach 
mdamentals to the newcomers (freshmen) tbe following fall, and 
lus this training period cuts off another week of training period 
tpenses. ..The freshmen, who will be playing their first year of 
illege varsity ball in the fall, are taught the intricacies of their posi-
ons by seniors who gladly donate their services to aid McDowall in 
aching the tricks of the trade. There, too, lies another secret in the 
iceess of the Rollins football situation. 
So extensive is the Rollins athletic program, especially extensive 
'T such a small male student body, that winter football training pe-
od, held in the spring for other colleges, is maintained for only three 
eeks, and is sandwiched in at this time in order for the gridsters to 
irticipate in the spring sports such as crew and baseball which 
imediately follow the conclusion of winter football, 
t-up, Coach U. T. Bradley of crew would lose eight or 
ich year, and McDowall himself would be without the 
le majority of his baseball players. 
Rollins Will Row 
Richmond Crew on 
Winter Park Lake 
Virginia Outfit to Come Here 
For Race During March 
Says Coach U. T. Bradley 
The Univeraity of Richmond's 
eight oared crew has accepted Rol-
lins' invitation to row Here either 
March 28 or 29, it was disclosed 
Sunday by Prof U. T. Bradley, 
varsity crew coach. The race will 
be held on L,ake Maitland probably 
over the familiar mile course fin-
ishing at the Alabama Hotel. 
Coach Bradley also hopes that he 
will be able to secure another 
crew, presumably Washington and 
Lee who would be pitted against 
the junior varsity boat, the same 
afternoon. ' 
The appearance of Richmond on 
the calm waters of Lake Maitland 
will be the third crew from the 
North that has been brought to 
Florida by Rollins' pioneering 
coach. The Richmond sweepswing-
ers will show the central Florida 
crew fans a more powerful and 
more experienced crew than has 
ever before appeared in Southern 
waters. The entire Richmond boat 
is made up of the veterans of last 
year's decided victory over the 
strong Washington and Lee contin-
gent, who (fefeated Marietta but 
lost to the high stroking "Plumers" 
of the Rollins J. V.'s, in a very 
close race in Florida's only tri-
angular crew race, last April. 
view of this early season race 
varsity crew will Probably 
start practice as soon as spring 
football is finished and the J. V.'s 
will commence as soon as the in-
tramural races are run off. This 




The report given out last week by Dr. Adaros was in our esti-
ation a very neccs.sary report and embodied many principles needed 
the maintenance ot athletics here at Rollis. It brought out the dire 
rassities in the placing of he athletic program on a more sounder 
ais. Without such facilities as a gym, lackers, clean dressing rooms 
Harper Shepherd Field, an improved intramural athletic field, etc., 
e Rollins athletic program as an educational development and as a 
"Sram designed to teach "through the physical" will be at a stand-
ill- These improvements are a necessity, and should be taken care 
immediately. But until we get such improvements, it will be up 
th athletic department, as they are doing, to make the best of what 
w exists. 
We do wish to wonder where Dr. Adams collected the figures 
W 10 per cent of the male undergraduates here are receiving in-
unction in sports, and thus placing 90 per cent not under instructors' 
fe. After carefully running through the athletic department's list 
men signed up tor various athletics this term, we find that 134 
180-odd men enrolled here are under instruction in such sports as 
"thai, basketball, crew, tennis, golf, or fencing, and that 30 others 
e occupied with intramurals, three are in other activities, and seven 
lies are occupied in the band, which in many of the institutions in 
> United States is given physical education credit. The remaining 
> or so are unable to compete in physical aetivities because of 
ysical disabilities. This, in our minds, is a fairly proficient record 
• such a college wth so many outside activities, other than athletics. 
Basketball Added 
to Varsity List; 
Mclnnis Is Coach 
Nine Players Answer Call For 
F i r s t Practice Session; 
T.K.N,'s Place Five Men 
Nine prospective courtmen an-
swered playing coach Marion 
"Snookos" Mclnnis' initial call 
last night as Rollins resumed bas-
ketball intercollegiately for the 
first time in seven years. 
With Athletic Director Jack Mc-
Dowall, asisting Mclnnis on the 
sidelines, the blue and gold court-
men went through their first ses-
sion with much enthusiasm, tun-
ing eyes and accustoming them-
selves to handling the ball. 
Theta Kappa Nu, intramural 
basketball champions for the last 
two years, contributed five men to 
the squad, X-Club four, while Kap-
pa Alpha furnished one in the per-
son of Joe "Buck" Johnson. 
Joe and Jack Justice, Clyde 
Jones, June Lingerfelt, and Ollie 
Daugherty were the T. K. N. for-
mer intramural greats, and Willie 
Daugherty, Manny Brankert, Dick 
Rodda and Mclnnis jumped up 
from the X-Club intramural span-
gles. 
Coach Mclnnis indicated last 
night that within a week, the squad 
would probably be increased by 
three or four more jvho are un-
decided as yet towards* playing 
varsity ball. 
McDowall described the import-
ance of this year's renewal of the 
sport in intercollegiate circles 
again last night in a short speech. 
He maintained that by overcom-
ing the difficulties of lack of 
money and a schedule only half 
complete this season, next year the 
court game would be able to swing 
into high gear. 
This year Ls a pioneering one for 
the basketball forces, but with 
some success financially as well as 
in results, future seasons would 
prove it worthwhile. It was point-
ed out that the addition of basket-
ball would aid in urging would-be 
Rollins football athletes to ma-
triculate here. 
As far as the schedule is con-
cerned, it has not been completed 
yet; but present plans call for 
games with Orlando city league 
teams until February, when, with 
varsity football winter training 
season over, the courtmen will go 
into their regular schedule 
Jack Clark has ben named bas-
ketball manager for this year, with 
Jim Craie: as his assistant. 
RUDDER ROPES 
Theta Kappa Nu's Are Picked To Win Intramural 
Crew Races; Sigma Nus Have Most Out 
Thirty Men Report 
To McDowall For 
Winter Practice 
Many Freshmen Try Out For 
Positions on V a r s i t y ; 
Daugherty to Graduate 
A New York court has ruled that 
candidates for police posts cannot 
be given extra credits because they 
have been to college or have play-
ed football. 
The frst call for winter football 
training period was answered by 
30 men last Monday afternoon, and 
aided by senior lettermen, will un-
dergo three weeks of fundamentals 
daily, interspersed with practice 
scrimmages under the direction of 
Jack McDowall and Alex Waite. 
The squad of 30 represents the 
largest number to ever report for 
winter training, with many repre-
sentatives among the ranks gain-
ing the distinction of playing with-
out a football scholarship, a fact 
also adding distinction to this 
year's squad. 
McDowall immediately took his 
H backs aside to work on kicking, 
passing and running, besides run-
ning through offensive plays. He 
is aided by Ollie Daugherty and 
Rick Gillespie, seniors, who are 
also teaching the backs. Waite 
had a large line squad to work 
with, and Dick Turk, Bob Hayes 
and Carl Thompson have lent their 
services in helping the somewhat 
green line aspirants. 
For leftovers in the backfield, 
McDowall has Joe Justice, Lou 
Bethea and Sammy Hardman at 
the wingbacks, Manny Brankert at 
the blocking back, and Joe "Buck" 
Johnson and Clyde Jones at the 
tail back. From last fall's fresh-
squad are Jeff Kennedy at 
the spinner, Billy Middlebrooks and 
Merlin Mitchell, wingbacks. Ralph 
"Runt" Hampton, a new student, 
and Bob Davis, ggraduate from the 
intramural touch football league, 
are the remaining candidates. 
At the end posts, are veterans 
June Lingerfelt and Bill Daugherty. 
while Carl Sedlmeyre and Bob 
Speas are newcomers. Mel Clan-
ton and Chappie La,wton are hold-
over tackles, while Ed Neidt and 
Bob McCorkle from the frosh and 
Ollie Barker, a new student from 
Orlando, are working for first-
string positions. At the guards are 
Soc Soldati, Al Swan, veterans, 
Frank Grundler, Doyle Darnold, 
freshmen, and new students Bud-
dy Bryson and Jim McHugh. Vet-
erans John Giantonio, Paul Bouton 
and new student Claude Rollins 
are battling for the pivot post. 
Chayotes Grow at VVorld's Fair 
The chayote will be shown at the 
New York World's Fair. Visitors 
may see how this perennial robust 
climber with leaves like those of 
a cucumber and pale green wrink-
led fruits grows. They may also 
learn how to cook it. While it is 
usually boiled or fried as a vege-
table the starchy tuberose root is 
often eaten as a potato in Florida. 
At 5c per glass, fresh Florida 
itrus juice can become the nation-
1 health drink if citrus growers 
md dispensers will cooperate in 
he promotion of the statewide 
ampaign in Florida this winter, 
tates Burton H. Schoepf (pro-
lounced Chef) of Tamiami Trail 
?ours, daddy of the 5c juice idea. 
A Dartmouth College student 
has begun publication of a weekly 
newspaper for skiing enthusiasts. 
Freshman Fencing 
Team Beats School 
Captain Shriner Scores Kasy 
Win Over Riverside 
The Rollins freshman fencing 
team defeated Riverside Military 
Academy Saturday, January 15 at 
the Hollywood school by a 
score. The Rollins team, consisting 
of Captain Dejay Shriner, George 
Ehrlich and Don Riddle, pulled into 
the lead in the very beginning of 
the nine bout foil match and stayed 
there until the end. Shriner was 
hit only once in downing three op-
ponents. Individual scores are as 
follows: 
Shriner defeated Freeman 5-1, 
MacMahon 5-0 and Willie 5-0. Ehr-
lich defeated MacMahon 5-3, Man-
uel 5-4 and lost to Canfield 2-5. 
Riddle defeated McAneeny 5-2, 
Potter 5-3, and lost to Manuel 2-5. 
The Riverside match is the first 
of several meets which Coach 
Roney is planning to keep both the 
varsity and freshmen teams busy 
before the long March trip up the 
Eastern coast to the big northern 
colleges and universities. 
Rollins Is Placed 
on Profs Approved 
List States Dean 
Anderson Attends Meeting in 
Kentucky; Professor's As-
sociation Reinstates Rollins 
ean Winslow S. Anderson re-
turned Saturday from a six day 
meeting of the Conference of 
Church-related Colleges held dur-
ing the past week at Louisville, 
Kentucky. 
Dean Anderson announced that 
Rollins had been placed on the ap-
proved list of the American Asso-
ation of University Professors, 
)llowing the college's endorse-
,ent of a recently formulated 
statement of that group on aca-
demic freedom and tenure. 
Although Rollins is at present 
1 undenominational college it still 
aintains its Congregational inter-
ts and contacts and during t h e 
past year Dean Anderson was hon-
ored by the Association of Con-
gregational and Christian Colleges, 
hen it elected him president. 
Of special interest to Rollins is 
the strong probability that the Se-
rial Security Act, which does not 
nclude privately controlled insti-
tutions such as Rollins at present, 
may be extended to cover colleges 
this class. 
The Louisville Alumni Club of 
Rollins held a banquet Wednesday 
at the Brown Hotel in Louisville. 
Dean Anderson spoke briefly at 
this meeting, and answered many 
questions about Rollins. The 
group was especially interested in 
the present student drive for the 
proposed Student Union building, 
and all pledged their support to 
the movement. 
By an interesting coincidence. 
Professor Arthur T. Vanderbilt, 
past president of the American 
Bar Association, and at present a 
professor at New York University, 
also spoke at the conference. Pro-
fessor Vanderbilt is the father of 
Betty Vanderbilt, a transfer from 
Connecticut College, who entered 
Rollins during the current term. 
The opening of the intramural 
ew races is scheduled for Fri-
day, February 17, it was revealed 
today by Coach Bradley. The 
complete schedule, however, will 
t be released until it is definite-
ly learned how many fraternities 
are going to enter crews. 
There is also some talk of hav-
ing juTiior varsity frat crews as 
the number of people out for the 
crew in the different houses may 
make it possible. If that does hap-
pen points will probably be given 
for entering crews but a house not 
entering the J.V. race will not lose 
any points for failing to do so. 
Coach Bradley should be great-
ly pleased at the large turnout for 
intramural crew and the enthusi-
asm shown. It.is by far the larg-
est turnout in the history of this 
sport here at Rollins. 
The Sigma Nus lead the list 
with the most candidates out. They 
intend to make up in numbers 
what they sadly lack in experience. 
With Haggerty, Hagnauer, and 
Neidt playing the role of veterans, 
the rest of the crew is to be picked 
from Fedrizi, Ruse, Murphy, Purse, 
Steffens, Enquist and Hubbard. 
The championship Phi Delts 
have a powerful and smooth strok-
ing crew headed by the veteran 
stroke Ray Hickock who has a 
fine nucelus in Housman, Clax, 
Curvin and Bethea and Giantonio 
-By Ted Pitman-
' of last year's "Buzzard Boat" to 
draw from. Herb Hoover will 
again command from the stem 
sheets. 
The runner-up X Club crew has 
Jack Harris as the only veteran 
but Edmonds, McCorkle, Brankert, 
Bill Dougherty, Kennedy and Elly 
are fast rounding into shape under 
the watchful eye of Pitman and 
Scheu. 
If we were to hazard picking the 
winner of the race so early in the 
season we would undoubtedly 
choose last year's third placers, the 
Theta Kappa Nus as at present 
they look the best and have the 
most powerful and experienced 
boat. With the veterans Bouton, 
Lingerfelt and Jones to start with 
along with the new talent found in 
Tolson, Chisholm, Wetherell and a 
new cox in Merlin Mitchell. Under 
the able coaching of Dennis and 
Thompson this crew should win 
unless there is some unforeseen 
upset but early season predictions 
are often very dangerous so we 
rate the champion Phi Delts a 
close second. 
Coach Ted Reed of the Kappa 
Alphas looks like he is going to 
boat the best K. A. crew in two 
years with the towering Mel Clan-
ton of the J. V.'s as his building' 
post he ought to have an able 
crew with Bradley, Buck Johnson, 
Riddle, Bills and Buckwalter to 
choose from. 
Kappa Alpha Meets 
Sigma Nu; X Club 
Faces Sigma Phi's 
Intramural Basketball Tc 
Start i-nday; T.K.W.'s Fa-
vored to Repeat 
By John Giantonio 
The intramural basketball league 
will be off Friday for the 1939 sea-
son when the Kappa Alpha quintet 
tangles with Sigma Nu, a n d X 
Club forces meet the newly organ-
ized Sigma Phi Omega. 
Contrary to years past when ev-
erybody was eligible, this year's 
c o u r t competition will not be as 
(Strenuous and filled with all star 
material, for the newly organized 
varsity basketball has taken t h e 
star intramural members of the 
past few years from t h e ranks. 
However, with little known con-
cerning any of the clubs, this year's 
schedule should provide some hot 
action, although not of the h i g h 
calibre of years past. 
Champions for two years, Theta 
Kappa Nu, will once again be out 
to defend their laurels, and should 
reign favorite at this wTiting, if 
not for their championship status 
of previous seasons. But battling 
for the honor of dumping the 
champs will be every team in the 
circuit, probably with the sole ex-
ception of inexperienced Sigma Phi 
Omega. 
X Club, Sigma Nu, Phi D e l t a 
Theta, and Kappa Alpha all will 
be in the running, mainly because 
of the greenness in intramural 
competition of all the squads. 
Varsity basketball takes f r o m 
e intramural ranks this year such 
ars as Joe and J a c k Justice, 
Clyde Jones, June Lingerfelt, and 
I Daugherty of Theta Kappa 
Bill Daugherty, Snooks Mcln-
Manny Brankert and D i c k 
Rodda, X Club, Joe Rembock, Sig-
Nu, and Buck Johnson, Kappa 
Alpha. Graduation took other for-
mer luminaries. 
But in the same manner as the 
past stars were made, this year's 
intramural league will probably un-
cover some new stars. Each fra-
ternity has been strengthened by 
new Ipledges, freshman who a r e 
not eligible for varsity competition. 
X Club and Phi Delts will prob-
ably give Theta Kaps their most 
difficulty in running up their third 
straight championship. The Club 
ha.s been strengthened in s o m e 
likely looking pledges in Jack 
France To Tell of 
Economic Conference 
A preview of the annual Eco-
nomic Confei'ence presided over 
by Professor Royal W. France will 
be presented as the Rollins radio 
program Wednesday evening a t 
eight-thirty over station WDBO. 
Professor France will lead a 
discussion carried on by eminent 
and informed Rollins professors 
concerning economic problems 
facing tbe world today. Such fac-
tors as the influence of Commun-
ism, Socialism, the A. F. of L., and 
the C. I. 0. on modern economics 
will be discussed. 
The actual Economic Conference 
which has been held on the Rollins 
campus for the past three years 
will be run, open to the public for 
three days next week. TTie confer-
ence has in the past attracted the 
notice of well-known people 
throughout the north as well as 
in the south. Last year's confer-
ence was attended by various rep-
resentatives of the A. F. of L. and 
the C. I. O. and such men as Dr. 
Phillips of the Phillips orange 
juice concerns. 
Myers, and Dan Speyer, while left 
overs from last year will aid. Sig-
ma Nu is an unknown quantity a t 
present, but will undoubtedly pro-
vide opposition, while Kappa Alpha 
will build their team around new 
The defending champions w i l l 
field a team composed of R i c k 
Gillespie, Dick Turk, Wes Dennis, 
Pred Kasten, Carrow Tolson, Carl 
Thompson, and Don Cram. 
There has been a slight change in 
the usual schedule routine and that 
is because of the games being 
played at night as they previously 
had they will be played from 4 to 6 
p. m. This change is due to the 
fact that the varsity will have to-
have the use of "Rec" Hall eve-
nings for their practice sessions 
and games. Some controversy has 
arisen because of this new ruling, 
but there seems to be no other so-
lution to the problem. 
AMERICAN 
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Feudin' Mountaineers Have Nothing on KA's 
and Kappa's; Silent Lion Reported as Missing 
By Jess Gregg 
Once upon a time a magician, 
who lived in Scranton, modeled a 
lion out of magic paster. He plac-
ed a charm on the statue so that 
every time the lion saw a virgin^ 
he would growl. 
For seven years that lion has 
been at Rollins. For seven years 
that lion has belonged alternately 
to the K. A.'s and the Kappas, 
For seven years, that lion has been 
silent. 
A feud for possession of t h e 
beast grew to such alarming pro-
portions that the lion disappeared. 
When Johnny Nichols returned to 
school last week, however, the lion 
mysteriously returned. So did the 
feuding. 
The Kappas, determined to have 
the lion again, entered the KA 
house, and carried away all the 
loving cups and a shovel as hos-
tages. The boys didn't mind the 
disappearance of the cups. But 
anyone who knows anything about 
fraternity houses and bull sessions 
can see why the boys would mi^s 
the shovel to the extreme. 
Their ire up, the KAs, led by 
the Great White Father Bradley, 
D U K E U N I V E R S I T Y 
SCHOOL OF NURSING 
DURHAM, N. C. 
The Diploma of Graduate Nurse is 
awarded after three years, and the 
Degree of Bachelor of Science in 
Nursing for two additional years of 
approved college work before or 
after the course in Nursing. The 
entrance requirements are intelli-
gence, character and graduation 
from an accredited high school. 
After 1939 one year of college 
work will be required and two 
years of college work thereafter. 
The annual tuition of $100 covers 
the cost of uniforms, books, stu-
dent government fees, etc. Cata-
logues, application forms and in-
formation about college require-
ments may be obtained from the 
Admission Committee. 
LIFE GUARD 
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is served exclusive 
in the Beanery. 
descended upon the Kappa house 
en masse (French). There, with 
some difficulty, they entered the 
house and were greeted by wild 
eyed, frenzid co-eds. They put up 
a wonderful fight. It was really 
wonderful to see our Mothers of 
Tomorrow defending their homes. 
Bit by bit the Kappa house dis-
appeared. Vases left mysteriously. 
Plaques, golf clubs, loving cups 
followed. Your correspondent had 
a ghastly time getting away with 
"Give me back thayt chah," 
cried Jenelle, her eyes glistening 
with rage, and her eyelids glis-
ening with vaseline. 
With the assistance of Tod Reed 
the chair was yanked from t h e 
house, while Jenelle, yanked from 
her feet, fell BANG on her carpet. 
Score to date: K. A.s: five 
vases, one plaque, one chair, one 
scholarship cup, one bag of golf 
Kappas: a dozen or so loving 
cups, one shovel. 
The feud ended suddenly when 
Johnny Nichols disappeared again, 
and with him, the famous lion. 
Yes, oh yes indeed, the season 
has opened with a bang. But as 
yet—without a roar. 
The 
CANDY BOX 
INVITES YOU IN 
Fresh, home made 
Chocolate Covered Creams 
Nuts, Fruits, and your 
favorite Cigarettes 
The hit of the 
SEASON 
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See these practical dresses 
The R. F. Leedy Co. 
Quaker Hosiery 
For the Well Dressed Leg 
It's amazing the way they flat-
ter your legs, slenderize the 
ankles, and the sheer dullness 
is beautiful to look upon. 
HOSIERY SHOP 
Spring Chic 




A girl's best friend is, undeniably, 
a good sport suit. A suit so well 
made that it never loses its shape, 
of such good fabric that it never, 
by a degree changes size or color. 
Snappy imported tweed mivtures 
with Shetland Tweed skirts in Col-
lege colors. 
COAT AND SUIT S H O P -
SECOND FLOOR 
Dickson-Ires 
Ahe Woman's Store 
Sally Hammond Is 
Named to Faculty 
of Music School 
l<ormer Student WiH Teach 
i'lano; is Member of Vtii 
. and Rollins Key Societies 
Professor Christopher 0. Hon-
aas, Director of the Rollins Con-
servatory of Music has announced 
that Miss Sally Hammond has been 
Sally Hammond 
engaged to teach an extensive 
course in piano beginning with 
this term. 
Miss Hammond's classes are 
open to juvenile students as well 
as adult beginners and elementary 
students, thus extending an oppor-
tunity to those other than Rollins 
Conservatory students interested 
in learning piano. 
Miss Hammond graduated from 
the Rollins Conservatory of Music 
in 1937 with the degree pf Bache-
lor of Music. Her course included 
four years of intensive study under 
the direction of Miss Helen Moore 
of the Conservatory faculty. She 
was elected to Phi Beta, national 
honorary musical and dramatics 
fraternity, and she received the 
distinction of being one of the two 
from her graduating class to be 
chosen for Pi Kappa Lambda, a 
national honorary music society. 
She was also chosen for member-
ship in the Phi Society and the 
Rollins Key Society. 
Miss Hammond has appeared in 
numerous musical programs 
throughout the state, and in 1936, 
she was awarded third place in 
state-wide piano competition. Her 
senior recital during her final year 
of study in the Conservatory mer-
Fred Stone Has Been 
On Stage Fifty Years 
Fred Stone, dean of the Ameri-
can theatre, has entertained gen-
erations of playgoers during h i s 
fifty-odd years in the show world. 
He was bora in Denver, Colo-
rado, on August 19, 1873, and made 
his first bow to an audience short-
ly after his eighth birthday. When 
Stone was sieven, he witnessed a 
troupe of traveling acrobats. De-
termined to become a tight rope 
walker, Stone started practice, and-
was an accomplished performer by 
the time a small circus came to 
town. Fred showed his act to the 
management, who persuaded Fred's 
parents to let the boy go with the 
circus. His father came along as 
his manager, and his brother Ed-
ward joined him in a tumbler act. 
The two Stones were a hit and 
worked their way up the ladder to 
the variety stage. Edward injured 
a leg and was forced to retire, and 
Pred formed the famed parnership 
with the late Dave Montgomery. 
The two introduced new shows to 
Broadway periodically, each a 
smash hit. After Montgomery's 
death. Stone carried on alone. 
The actor was injured in an air-
plane crash and the accident put 
an end to his career as a dancer. 
He has, however, been consistently 
successful in dramatic parts in pic-
tures. 
TIMES HAVE CHANGED 
In the days when nations used 
to formally declare war when they 
fell out it was customary to sus-
pend diplomatic relations by call-
ing home the ambaissadors. In 
these days when wars occur with-
out formal declaration the ambas-
sador is ordered home "for a con-
ference," and just don't go back. 
—The (Arcadia) Arcadian. 
Members of the Florida Nation-
al Exhibits studios have spent the 
past few days in the woods hollow-
ing out a huge live oak, four feet 
in diameter which will bend real-
istically over the Suwanee River 
in the Florida Exhibit spectorama 
picturizing Stephen Foster's ballad 
at the New York World's Fair. 
Sarasota's first home grown 
strawberries of this season were 
presented to Mrs. Franklin D. 
Roosevelt, who visited her aunt, 
Mrs. David Gray on Siesta Key, 
recently. The berries were pre-
sented to the grocer who serves 
Mrs. Gray, to be relayed to Mrs. 
Roosevelt. 
ited the acclaim of music lovers. 
Before joining the Conservatory 
staff. Miss Hammond taught her 
own classes of children and adult 
students. 
i—OFF CAMPUS—I 
Dorothy Ciccarelli, Dorothy 
Bromley and Daphne Banks spent 
Thursday at the home of Daphne's 
parents in Eustis. 
Peggy Mary Whiteley was the 
guest of Ruth Hill's mother in St. 
Petersburg last Thursday. 
Alan Taulbee visited Calonel and 
Mrs. Freeman in Clearwater last 
Marion Russ spent the week-end 
at her home in Tampa. 
Bobby McCormick was the guest 
of Ollie Wittmer at his home in 
St. Petersburg over the week-end. 
Frances Jones went to Winter 
Haven Saturday to visit at the 
home of Mr. and Mrs. Schoen-
thaler. 
Polly and Gloria Young and 
Irene Rieger spent Saturday and 
Sunday at the Young home at 
Treasure Island. 
Peggy Wiley visited her family 
in St. Petersburg over the week-
end. 
Evelyn Boland and Martha Frost 
spent Saturday and Sunday at 
Daytona Beach. 
. Margaret Martin went to Ft. 
Lauderdale last week-end to visit 
her parents. 
Martha Kithcart spent the week-
end at her home in St. Petersburg. 
Pat Patterson went to his home 
in Atmore, Alabama, last week. 
Rosalie Dean and Polly Atwood 
drove to Palm Beach to visit rela. 
tives of Rosie last week-end. 
Alpha Phis Have Visitor 
Carryl Williams, former student 
at Rollins and member of the Alpha 
Phi fraternity, spent the week-end 
in Winter Park. 
Peggy Cleland, an Alpha Phi 
from the University of Michigan 
has transferred to Rollins this 
Cooper Union's library last year 
circulated 230,819 books, only fo^ r 
per cent of which were fiction. 
Where else can you obtain 
100% COVERAGE 
in any advertising medium circulated 
in Winter Park and surrounding ter-
ritory. 
Only S I^][^  lU^ralJi 
reaches every home and winter visitor 
in Winter Park, Maitland, Altamonte, 
Fern Park, Oviedo and Lockhart. 
If you want to reach ALL the people in this trade 
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The Winter Park Herald 
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the Happy Combination 
for More Smoking Pleasure 
iVlore smokers every day are 
turning to Chesterfield's happy 
combination of mild ripe Amer-
ican and aromat ic Turk ish 
tobaccos—the world's best ciga-
rette tobaccos. 
When you try them you will 
know why Chesterfields give 
millions of men and women 
more smoking pleasure . . . 
why THEY SATISFY 
the blend that can't be copied 
...the RIGHT COMBINATION of the 
world's best cigarette tobaccos 
Copyright 1939, LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO. 
